
   

 

   

 

Articles 

Create new article 

• Press ”articles” in the Insight menu 

• Select ”Create new article” in the dropdown menu below  

 

  

A new window will appear on the screen titled ”Create new article”. This is where the 
information about the new article will be filled out. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   

 

   

 

 

 

The window consists of several categories: 

 

General 

 

Article number: Assigns the article a number. If left blank the article will simply be assigned 

the next number in the succession 

Article name: Assigns the article a name 

Sale unit: Assigns the article a unit of measurement, e.g. centiliters, grams, etc. There are 

also preset units such as 100cl. 

Product group: Connects the article to the correct category and bookkeeping account 

Sales group: Assigns the article a subcategory wherein the article will be displayed in the 

cash system. 

Tax 

 

VAT group: Sets which precentage the article will be taxed under, e.g. food - 12%, alcohol - 

25% 

Service: This box should be checked if the article is to be considered a service  

 

 

 



   

 

   

 

 

  

Kitchen 

 

Article type: Select which category the article will appear under on the ticket. 

N.B. The article type must be connected to the cost center under ”Company structure” in 
the Insight menu 

Ticket message group: Assigns the article a preset ticket message, e.g. roast degree for 

steaks 

Open quantity: This box must be checked if the article quantity/sale unit is to be input 

manually  

  

Price 

 

Sale price list: You can have more than one price list within the same company. This option assigns 

the article to the chosen price list 

Open price: This box must be checked if the article price is to be input manually  

Price: Assigns the article a price 

Discountable: This box must be checked if the article should be discountable  

 

 



   

 

   

 

 

Articles 

• Press ”articles” in the Insight menu 

• Select ”Articles” in the dropdown menu below 

   

 

In the new window you will be able to list all the articles that you have already created. They 

can be sorted/filtered according to their Product groups or Sales groups in the left hand 

menu. By higlighting an article and pressing the penn icon you will be able to edit that 

article. You can also rightclick an article in the list and get different options (Edit, Copy etc.).  

 

 

In the edit window you will get the same categories that you got when you creat a new 

articel, with a few editions explained below. 



   

 

   

 

General 

 

Article name: Assigns the article a name 

Product group Connects the article to the correct category and bookkeeping account 

Sale unit: Assigns the article a unit of measurement, e.g. centiliters, grams, etc. There are 

also preset units such as 100cl. 

VAT group: The VAT percentage the article is set to 

Article type: Thighs the article to an specific article type. 

Article number: The article number is assigned when the article was created and can’t be 
change afterwards. 

Article structures:  

Parent article 

Add-ons: Assigns a addon group to the article. The addon group has to be created befor this 

opton can be set. 

Free add-on count: Specifies the number of addons that can be selected at no cost when 

the article is sold.  



   

 

   

 

Barcodes: Assigns one or more barcodes assosiated to this article. 

Dispenser ID: 

Product information:  

Extra Receipt specification: 

External code: 

Sales group: Assigns the article a subcategory wherein the article will be displayed in the 

cash system. 

 

Price 

 

Price: Here is the current price shown for the chosen article. If the article has multiple prices 

e.g two different prices on two price lists it will be shown like this. 

B-Price: An alternative price for the article, which can later be switched to from the Cash 

Register. 

Open Price: Check this box if the article is supposed to have an open price i.e you choose 

the price when selling the article from the Cash Register. 

Open Quantity: Check this box if the article if you want to sell the article in a chosen 

quantity when selling it in the Cash Register. 

Discountable: Check this box if you want the article to be sold with a discount. If this box is 

not checked any discounts given will be excluded for this article. 



   

 

   

 

Tare weight: 

Take Away: Check this box if the article is going to be sold as take away. 

Bonus percent: If using a bonus system you can choose to add a certain bonus percent to be 

given when this is sold to a customer. 

 

Accounting/Reporting 

 

Purchase price: The cost of purchasing this article from the seller. 

Account: If the article is supposed to be accounted to different account than the account connected 

to the product group holding the article you choose this here. 

Account dimension: Optional information to be filled in if needed for accounting. 

Statistical quantity: Quantity of the article being purchased.   

Statistical quantity: Unit of the article being purchased. 

 

Cash Register 

 

Extra information required: Check this box if you want the option for having to enter extra 

information when selling this article in the Cash Register 

View order: If setting this to other than 0 it sorts this article according to the view order in a 

numerical sort order. 

Sales group: If choosing i.e Main Course there, the article will show up under the sales group Main 

Course in the Cash Register. 



   

 

   

 

 

 

Stock/Tax 

 

Storage account: 

Excise group: 

Excise multiplier 

Excise quantity: 

Excise quantity unit: 

Article excises: 

Customs group: 

 

Kitchen 

 

 

Kitchen ticket article name: An optional name for the article which will be shown on the kitchen 

ticket.   



   

 

   

 

Ticket message group: This will add a ticket message group for the article. I.e  Rare/Medium/Well 

Done on a steak. 

Kitchen information: If needed you type extra static information here to be shown on the kitchen 

ticket. 

 

 

Group 

 

Service: This box should be checked if the article is to be considered a service 

Storage article: This box should be checked if the article is stocked. 

Product information: 

Article structure article:  

Employee discount allowed: Sets if the aricle will be affected by a employee discount. 

Article Information: 

Storage alter articles: 

Storage cost articles: 

Active: Check this box if the article is supposed to be active, uncheck it if it’s  

Updated: Latest time and datestamp for editing the article 

Exported:  



   

 

   

 

 

 

 

Product groups 

It's in each product group you set what VAT and account the sold article will charge. The groups are 

then used on Z-reports and in bookkeeping to show the total sales for each group. It’s important that 
these groups are set up in according to your country and governments regulations. 

• To edit or add product groups, click on articles and choose product groups in the drop-down 

menu. 

 

In the new window you will be able to list all the product groups that you have already 

created. They can be sorted/filtered according to their parent/child groups in the left-hand 

menu. By highlighting a product group and pressing the pen icon you will be able to edit that 

group. You can also right-click a group in the list and get different options (Edit, Copy etc.). 

•  To create a new group just click on “new”. 



   

 

   

 

  

 

The product groups consist of parent and child groups. A parent group can contain several child 

groups. For example, the parent group “Food” can contain the child groups “starter, main course 
and dessert”. 

 

When creating a new parent group, the field “parent” is left as (none). On the other hand, if you 
want to create a child group you choose the parent group in the field Parent and type the name of 

the child group in the name field. It’s mandatory to select an account for each product group. 



   

 

   

 

 

 

Parent: If you choose (none) it will be a main group. If you choose an existing sales group, the one we 

are creating will becomes a sub-sales group. 

Name: This is where you name your product group. 

Dimension: This is an extra option for accounting 

External code: This is for 3rd party when exporting different data. 

Exported: 

Account:  Ties the product group to an account. 

Article parameter template: Optional field for adding different information to be seen in the Cash 

Register on articles connected to the product group.  

Active: Check this box if the product group is supposed to be active or not.  

Updated: Latest time and date stamp for editing the product group 

VAT free articles: Adding articles here will make them VAT free. 

VAT free sales units: Adding sales units here will make them VAT free. 

 

Article units 

• Article units are used to specify what kind on unit and which quantity an article is 

sold. To make article filters for liquor to be sold either by volume or bottle. I.e a glass 

of red wine can be set to be sold as 18 centiliters. This can also be used for stock 

purpose. 

 

• Click on articles in the Insight menu 

• Click on article units in the drop down below 



   

 

   

 

 

 

In this window you see your base units. To create a new article unit, you press the New button.  

To edit an existing article unit, you highlight it and right click then press edit or highlight it and click 

the pen icon. 

 

 

Base unit: This decides if the article unit is a base unit or a unit underlying an existing base unit.  

Name: This is where you name your article  

Abbreviation: This is where you name your abbreviation e.g centiliters to cl or grams to gr.  

Active: Check this box to make the article unit active, uncheck it to make it inactive.  

Updated: Time and date stamp for when the article last was edited.  

 

 

Article filters 



   

 

   

 

• Article filters are used for selling articles with different type of prices and sizes/quantities.  

• Article filters contains article filter values. These are used for sales unit fees. 

E.g. you can choose to sell a red wine as either a glass or bottle. This makes it only one visible article 

in the Cash Register but when pressing it you get to choose wine glass or wine bottle.  

Another example is with a draught beer. You can choose to sell it as a 40, 50 or 60cl and the prize 

will adjust accordingly. 

 

To create a new or edit an existing article filter you click on articles and then article filters in the drop 

down. 

 

To create a new article filter you press the + New button on the left-hand menu. 

 

To create a new or edit an existing article filter value you either highlight the chosen article filter 

value and click on the pen icon or right click the article filter value then press edit.  

 

 

Name: This is where you choose your name of the article filter 

Active: Check this box if the article is supposed to be active, uncheck it if it’s supposed to be inactive  

Updated: Time and date stamp for when the article filter last was edited.  

 



   

 

   

 

 

Article filter: This is where you choose what article filter the article filter unit belongs to.  

Value: This is where you enter what the value of the article filter will be. 

Updated: Time and date stamp for when the article filter unit last was edited. 

 

Sales groups 

Sales groups control how the articles are displayed in the cash register. You must have two levels of 

sales groups; the articles must be linked to the second level. 

To create a new sales group, click on Articles - Sales groups - New. 

 

Parent category: If you choose (none) it will be a main group. If you choose an existing sales group, 

the one we are creating will becomes a sub-sales group. 

Name: Name of the sales group, this is shown in the cash register. 

View order: Specified in numbers where the lowest number is displayed at the top in the cash 

register, used to sort sales groups view order. 

External code:  External code. 

Active: Check for the sales group to be active in the cash register. 



   

 

   

 

As an example of the image below, the articles must be linked to Vodka, Gin, Rum or Cognac. It is 

not possible to link an article directly to the main group, which in this case is Alcohol. 

 

 

Scan article barcodes 

Used to add barcodes to articles, select the article and then scan the barcode.  

Go to Articles – Scan article barcode - Select the article, you can type in this field to search for an 

article. 



   

 

   

 

 

When an article is selected, you can scan a barcode. It will look like this when a barcode have been 

added to the article. 

 

If you scan the wrong barcode or have chosen the wrong article you can simply delete the barcode 

by pressing the bin. 

 

Sale price list items 
 

Sale price list items contain all prices for the articles that can be sold in the cash register.  

If an article should be sold at different prices, you can add the same article several times with 

different prices linked to different price lists. 

To create a new sale price list item, you go to Articles – Sale price lists items – New. 



   

 

   

 

 

Sale price list: Connect the sale price list item to a sale price list. 

Article: Connect the sale price list item to an article. 

Price: Set the sale price. 

B-Price: Set the takeaway sale price. 

Start date: Start date for the price to be active. 

End date: End date for the price to be active. 

Tara weight: If the article should be weighted you can set the tara weight here. Tara weight can for 

an example be the weight of the plate if you are weighting plate + food and the customer should 

only play for the food and not the weight of the plate. 

Weighted: If the article should be weighted or not. 

Kitchen ticket number:  

Active: Check for the price list item to be active or not. 



   

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sale price lists 
 

Sale price lists are used to have different prices. Can be used for discounts, after work prices or if you 

have different prices in different departments, bars & restaurants under the same or different 

companies. 

To create a new sale price list, you go to Articles – Sale price lists – New. 

 

Name: Choose a name for the price list, example “Restaurant” or “Bar”.  

Currency: Select the correct currency for the price list. 

Sale price B list: Connect a sale price B list to the sale price list. 

Active: Check for the price list to be active or not. 

 

 

Sale units fees 
 

Sale units fees are used to add fees if an article is sold in different amounts. Example if a bottle of 

70cl Vodka is 19,95 EUR, but when you sell a shot of 4cl the price should have a fee of 20%.  

Example: 

19,95 EUR / 70cl = 0,285 EUR per cl. 

0,285 EUR * 4cl + 20% = 1,368 EUR 



   

 

   

 

Sale unit fees are also used for different article sale options, example shots of 2cl, 4cl and 6cl. It can 

also be used to sell a bottle of wine with the option of selling a glas of wine.  

To create a new sales unit fee, you go to Articles – Sales unit fees – New. 

 

Company: If the sales unit fee should be connected to a specific company you can select the 

company here. If you leave it at (all) all companies will have the sales unit fee.  

Cost center: If the sales unit fee should be connected to a specific cost center you can select the cost 

center here. If you leave it at (all) all cost centers will have the sales unit fee.  

Article filter value: Connect the sales unit fee to an article filter value, the article filter will then be 

connected to an article. 

Display unit: Choose the display unit. 

Name: Set a name for the sales unit fee. 

Lowest rounding denominator: Set the lowest rounding denominator. 

View order: Used to set the view order. 

Active: Check for the sales unit fee to be active or not. 

Sales unit fees: This is where you add the different options of amount the article connected to the 

article filter will have in the cash register for the cashier to choose between.  



   

 

   

 

Example of sales unit fees for a shot with the options of 2cl (with +3 EUR fee), 4cl ( with +30% fee) 

and 6cl (with +30% fee). 

 

This is how the article will look in the cash register when the cashier sells it. 70cl is set on the article 

itself as the sales unit, and 2cl, 4cl and 6cl are added after we created the sales unit fee and 

connected the article to the article filter value. 

 

Article types 

 

Article types are used to define articles as e.g drinks from the bar, starters, main courses or desserts.  

They can also be used to define articles as addons i.e they can be sold as extras when selling other 

articles. 



   

 

   

 

 

To create a new or edit an existing article type you press article and click article types in the drop 

down. 

 

To create a new article type you press the New button. 

To edit an existing one, you press the pen icon or right click, and press edit. 

 

 

Name: Name of the article type 

Type: What type of article type this is. The different types are explained below  

Ticket: This type will send a ticket to a printer tied to the article type for every article you sell that 

has this article type. 

Active: Check this box if the article type should be active, uncheck it if not.  

Updated: Time and date stamp for when the article type was last edited. 

Serving: This defines which serving the article type is tied to. 



   

 

   

 

Sort order: Determines what order the article types are shown in Insight. 

User document:  

Cut after: Check this box of you want the printer to cut the ticket after printing this 

article type. Uncheck it to keep the next sold article with another article type on the 

same ticket. 

 

Addon: 

Name: This is where you name your article type  

Type: Addons are articles that can be added to another article as options or extras. An 

example of an addon could be “Extra tomato slice - 10kr”. The article tomato slice 
must be created as any other article and then set the article type to addon. The 

addons must also be selected on the main article, so on “hamburger” under “addon” 
you select the article type you just created.  

Active: Check this box if the article type is supposed to be active, uncheck if not.  

Updated: Time and date stamp for when the article type last was edited. 

 

 

 

Fee: 



   

 

   

 

Name: This is where you name your article type  

Type: Fee is for an article who is mainly used as an fee. The article type itself is mostly 

used for filtering ability. So you more easily can find articles with this article type 

amongst other articles. 

Active: Check this box if the article type is supposed to be active, uncheck if not.  

Updated: Time and date stamp for when the article type last was edited. 

 

Tester: 

Name: This is where you name your article type  

Type: Tester is for an article used in .e.g perfume store to know which one is a tester 

or not. 

Active: Check this box if the article type is supposed to be active, uncheck if not.  

Updated: Time and date stamp for when the article type last was edited. 

 

 

 

 

 

Ticket message groups 
 

Ticket message groups are used to tie a group of messages to an article, these messages are printed 

on the kitchen ticket alongside the article. An example could be how the customer wants the meat 

cooked (rare, medium or well-done). The messages can be setup a few different ways, to make them 

mandatory, to pup-up automatically when an article is sold or that you must select one or more 

messages, or they can also be optional.  

• To create a Ticket message group first go to Articles and then in the drop-down select Ticket 

message group. Next you click on new. 



   

 

   

 

 

Name: Name of the ticket message group. 

Message rule: Rules that determines how the messages can be used. 

ZeroOrMore: You can select zero or more messages from your group. 

ExactlyOne: You have to select one message and only one. 

OneOrMore: You have to select one message, but you can also select more than one.  

Active: Check or uncheck depending on if you want this group active or not.  

Updated: Date stamp of when the group was last edited.  

 

The groups you have created will be displayed as the image below. 



   

 

   

 

 

To add messages to a group, simply highlight it and select “Click here to add new item”. 

 

Type in the message and finalize with the enter key. Repeat this process until you have all the 

messages you want. 

 

Serving 
 

 

• To creat or edit a serving, go to Articles and in the drop-down select serving. 



   

 

   

 

 

Click new to create a new serving or highlight an existing one and select the pen.  

 

 

Name: Name of the serving 

Sort order: Determines in which order your servings will be sorted on the kitchen ticket.  

No of rows before header: How much blank space you want at the top of the kitchen ticket. 

Cut after: If you want the kichen to cut the paper after this serving is printed. 

Auto forward: If checked the article will be sent with the forward status to the kitchen.  

Active: Checked or not depending if the serving should be active or not.  

Updated: Date stamp of when the serving was last edited. 

 

 



   

 

   

 

 

 

 

Loyalty 
 

 

 

 

 


